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GRADE 7 TERM 2 REVISION 2023 
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Adjective 
 

structure 
 

Examples 
 امثلة

Short adjective -er + than Smaller than 
taller than 

Long adjective more + adj + than more beautiful than 
more interesting than 

 
 

    

 

 

Multiple choice questions 

about Three reading texts 

 

Fill the gaps in Three Mazes 

Correct grammatical, functional language 

or vocabulary! 



a) This exercise is (more easy / easier) than the last one. 

b) My brother is (more tall / taller) than me. 

c) The weather is (more nice / nicer) today than yesterday. 

d) The new phone is (more expensive / expensiver) than the old one. 

e) She is (more happy / happier) with her new job. 

f) She is (more intelligent / intelligenter) than her classmates. 

 

g) The coffee is (more bitter / bitterer) than the tea. 

 

h) The movie was (more boring / boringer) than I expected. 

 

i) The cat is (more playful / playfuler) than the dog. 

 

j) The exam was (more difficult / difficulter) than the previous one. 

Answer 
  a) easier, b) taller, c) nicer, d) more expensive, e) happier 

f) more intelligent, g) more bitter, h) more boring, i) more playful, e) more difficult 

 



 

 

Adjective 
 

structure 
 

Examples 
 

Short adjective the +-est the Smallest 
taller than 

Long adjective the + most + adj the most beautiful 
the most interesting 

 

  1. Choose the correct form of the superlative adjective:  

 a) The (most famous / famousest) actor in Hollywood is Tom Cruise. 
 

b) The (most beautiful / beautifulest) flower in the garden is the rose. 
 

c) The (most important / importantest) thing in life is to be happy. 
 

d) The (most talented / talentest) musician in the world is Mozart. 
 

e) The (most delicious / deliciousest) food in the restaurant is the steak. 

 

  2. Choose the correct sentence using the superlative form:  

 a) She is the most smart in the class. 
 

b) She is the smartest in the class. 
 

c) She is most smartest in the class. d) She is smartest in the class. 

 

  3. Choose the correct sentence using the superlative form:  

 a) This is the most hot day of the year. 
 

b) This is the hottest day of the year. 
 

c) This is hotest day of the year. 
 

d) This is most hottest day of the year. 

 

 

Answers: 

  1. a) most famous, b) most beautiful, c) most important, d) most talented, e) most delicious 

2. b) She is the smartest in the class. 

3. b) This is the hottest day of the year. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

We have 3 places for Adverb of Frequency 
 

1 subject + adverb of frequency + main verb He sometimes comes home late. 

2 subject + auxiliary verb +adverb of frequency +main verb You are never on time. 

3 Adverbs of Frequency, + main clause 

 

(‘Usually’, ‘frequently’, ’generally’, ‘occasionally’ and 
‘sometimes’ can also come at the beginning of the 

sentence.) 

 

Usually, I meet them at home. 

Adverbs of Frequency 

Adverbs of Frequency 

Usually -never-sometimes-often- always – frequently- 

occasionally -generally-seldom – rarely - hardly ever- 

annually – twice a week – next – eventually -tonight 



 Choose the best answer to complete each sentence.  

 1. I late on Saturdays. 

a. Get up usually 

b. Get usually up 

c. Usually get up 

Answer: C. I usually get up late on Saturdays. 

2. Jared late for work. 

a. Never is 

b. Is never 

Answer: A. Jared is never late for work. 

3.   on weekends? 

a. Often do you travel 

b. Do you often travel 

c. Often you do travel 

Answer: B. Do you often travel on weekends? 

4. Susan early for class. 

a. Often is 

b. Are often 

c. Often are 

d. Is often 

Answer: D. Susan is often early for class. 

5. When do you go on vacation each year? 

a. Always 

b. Never 

c. Usually 

d. Ever 

Answer: When do you usually go on vacation each year? 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have 3 places for Adverbs of Manner 
 

1 subject + adverb of manner + main verb She quickly closed the door. 

2 subject + auxiliary verb +adverb of manner +main verb I watched the match closely. 

3 subject + main verb + object + adverb of manner He is quietly singing to himself. 

Adverbs of Manner 

Adverbs of Manner 

We use adverbs of manner to 

describe how the action is done. 

We add –ly to adjectives to form adverbs of manner, e.g. slow - 

slowly. If the adjective ends in –y, we change the –y to –i and add – 
ly, e.g. easy – easily. There are also irregular forms, e.g. good – 

well, hard – hard, fast – fast. 

  



  1. Choose the correct adverb of manner to complete the sentence:  

   

 a) The chef cooked the meal .  

   1. Deliciously 

2. delicious 
3. deliciousness 

   

 b) The toddler walked across the room.  

   1. clumsily 

2. clumsy 
3. clumsiness 

   

 c) She painted the picture .  

   1. beautifully 

2. beautiful 
3. beauty 

   

 d) The athlete ran in the race.  

   1. fast 

2. quickly 
3. fastly 

   

 e) The student wrote the essay .  

  1. well 

2. good 
3. goodness 

   

  2. Identify the adverb of manner in the following sentences:  

  

a) 
 

b)
 

c) 

 

Quickly, he ran to catch the bus. 

He quickly ran to catch the bus. 

He ran quickly to catch the bus. 

Answers: 

 

  1. a) deliciously b) clumsily c) beautifully d) fast e) well 
2. a) softly b) quickly c) skillfully d) loudly e) ferociously 

 

    
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Modals 

Should / Should not 

To ask for or give advice. 

Must / have to 

expressing a firm obligation. 

 
You must stop when the traffic 

lights are red. 

You must not forget to take a 

water bottle to the desert. 

 
You should go home to have 

dinner with your family. 

You shouldn’t skip breakfast in 
the morning. 



  1. You eat too much junk food if you want to stay healthy.  

  a) must 

b) must not 

c) have to 

d) should 
e) should not 

 

  2. I forget to send this email to my boss before the end of 
the day. 

 

  a) must 

b) must not 

c) have to 

d) should 
e) should not 

 

  3. You speak loudly in the library.  

  a) must 

b) must not 

c) have to 

d) should 
e) should not 

 

  4. I take a break from work and go for a walk outside.  

  a) must 

b) must not 

c) have to 

d) should 
e) should not 

 

  5. Children be careful when they cross the street.  

  a) must 

b) must not 

c) have to 

d) should 
e) should not 

 

 

Answers: 
 

1. d) should 

2. a) must 

3. b) must not 

4. d) should 

5. a) must 

 



CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION 

1-You ………………… skip breakfast in the morning.            

A- shouldn’t              B- should                c- must 

2-I ……………………do my homework.  

A- shouldn’t              B- should                c- must 

3- We ……………………walk in the road. It is very dangerous 

A- mustn’t              B- should                c- must 

4-When ……………….. I go to the bus station? 

A- shouldn’t              B- should                c- mustn’t 

5-You ………………. get there before 3:00pm to take your bus.  

A- must              B- shouldn’t               c- mustn’t 

6- You ………..stop when the traffic lights are red. 

A- must              B- shouldn’t               c- mustn’t 

7- …………………….. go to Canada to work? 

A- Should I                  B- I should                 c- you should  

8-You ………………..forget to take a water bottle to the desert. 

A- must                  B- must not              c- need  

9- Must you wake up at 8am? Yes, I …………. be on time to catch my flight.   

A- must                  B- must not              c- need  

10- You …………………. go home to have dinner with your family. 

A- shouldn’t              B- should                c- mustn’t 

11- Should my cousin take the bus to work? No, he ………………..I will drive him.  

A- shouldn’t              B- should                c- mustn’t 

 

 

 

I feel like this is the right direction to the place. 

In my opinion, eating out every day makes people lazy.  

1--What would you like for dinner? I think  pasta with white sauce would be great.  

 

opinion 



ADVERBS 

Examples: 

1-Jamal read the book quickly. 

2 Samia understood the grammar concepts easily. 

She writes the story well. 

Choose the correct answer: 

1-She ……………………..closed the door.  

A-   Quick                   b- quickly                    C- quicker 

2-I watched the match …………………….. 

A- close               b- closely                  C- closer 

3-He is …………………….singing to himself. 

A-quiet                   b- quietly                    C- quieter 

4-He walked ……………….up the road. 

A-slowly                 b- slow                    C- slower 

5--She placed the cup on the table ………………….. 

A-gentle              b- gentler                   C- gently 

ADJECTIVES 
1-Rabbits are……………., but mice are very small. 

A- big                  B- bigger         C- biggest 

2-Horses are………………. than rabbits, but they are not the biggest animal.  

A- big                  B- bigger         C- biggest 

   3- The blue whale lives in the sea and it’s the …………………….animal. 

A- large                      b- larger           c- largest  

4-Flying is ………………………… than taking a train. 

A- Expensive                  b- more expensive              c- most  expensive 

 5-There were ……………………….places to visit in the city than in the desert.  

A-exciting             b-more exciting          c- most exciting 

   6- Flying is ……………………………………. than going on a cruise. 

A-Comfortable               b-more comfortable              c- most comfortable 

 

 



READING 

 

 

 
 

 

  1. What is the environment? 

  a. The man-made world around us 

b. The natural world around us 

c. The social world around us 

d. The economic world around us 

  2. What does the environment provide us with? 

  a. Food, water, and shelter 

b. Money, power, and status 

c. Technology, entertainment, and education 

d. Fashion, beauty, and luxury 

  3. How has human activity been damaging the environment? 

  a. By building more houses and roads 

b. By planting more trees and flowers 

c. By using more renewable energy sources 

d. By causing pollution, deforestation, and climate change 

  4. What do we need to do to take care of the environment? 

  a. Increase our impact on it 

b. Find ways to live unsustainably 

c. Reduce our impact on it 

d. Ignore the impact of human activity 

Answers: 

 1. b. The natural world around us 

2. a. Food, water, and shelter 

3. d. By causing pollution, deforestation, and climate change. 

4. c. Reduce our impact on it 

 

The environment is the natural world around us, including the air we breathe, 

the water we drink, the land we live on, and the plants and animals that share it 

with us. The environment is very important because it provides us with 

everything we need to live, such as food, water, and shelter. However, human 

activity has been damaging the environment in many ways, including pollution, 

deforestation, and climate change. We need to take care of the environment by 

reducing our impact on it and finding ways to live sustainably. 

Read the following passage about the environment and answer 

the questions that follow. 



Places and Animals 
 

Read the following passage about places and animals and answer the 

questions that follow. 

The world is home to a diverse range of animal species, each adapted to live in a 

specific environment or habitat. Animals have different physical and behavioural 

characteristics that help them survive and thrive in their habitats. Some 

animals are found in specific places, such as the polar bear in the Arctic or the 

kangaroo in Australia. The loss of habitats due to human activity, such as 

deforestation and pollution, is threatening many animal species with extinction. 

We need to take action to protect the habitats of animals and ensure their 

survival for future generations. 

1. What is the world home to? 

a. A diverse range of animal species 

b. A few animal species 

c. Only domesticated animals 

d. Only wild animals 

2. What helps animals survive and thrive in their habitats? 

a. Different physical and behavioural characteristics 

b. The size of their habitat 

c. The amount of food available 

d. The number of predators in their habitat 

3. Where are some animals found? 

a. Only in zoos 

b. Only in certain countries 

c. Only in specific places, such as the polar bear in the Arctic 

d. Only in cities and towns 

4. What is threatening many animal species with extinction? 

a. The increase of habitats due to human activity 

b. The loss of habitats due to human activity, such as deforestation 

c. The improvement of habitats due to human activity 

d. The stability of habitats due to human activity 

5. What do we need to do to ensure the survival of animal species? 

a. Nothing, as it is natural for some species to go extinct 

b. Only protect the habitats of endangered species 

c. Take action to protect the habitats of animals and ensure their survival 

for future generations 

d. Only protect the habitats of animals that are useful to humans. 

Answers: 

 1. a. 2.a 3. C 4. B 5. C 
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Answers: 

1. T 

2. T 

3. F 

4. F 

5. F 
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Answers: 

1.departure 2. boarding 3. Lands 4. Tired 5. binoculars 



 
 

 

 

Mazes 



 



 
 

 

 

 
 

Answers: Maze 1 Answers: Maze 2 Answers: Maze 3 

1. breathe 2. have 3.help 4.in 

5.dangerous 6.bite 7.are 8.live 

9. Need 10. bodies 

1. are 2. live 3. their 4. 

sleeping 5. moves 6.warm 

7.surprised 8.small 

9. Hiding 10. its 

1. at 2. older 3. won 4. excited 

5.the fastest 6.more organized 

7.scored 8.trained 

9. To 10. cheered 

 

 

 

 

 



Read and choose the correct answer: 

1. My family planned a (hiking – car – swimming) journey through 

the mountains. 

2. During an adventure in the forest, you should watch out for 

(friendly – dangerous – small) animals. 

3. Watch out while running, you might (hurt – trust- award) yourself. 

4. (Toys – Games – Advice) is usually given by adults as they are wiser. 

5. (Horses – Lions – Rays) are large, flat sea creatures. 

6. I tried (hitting – feeding – kicking) the monkeys of the Kaber Zoo. 

7. (Running – Diving – Hunting) for pearls was common in the past. 

8. The (game – form – documentary) was beneficial as it taught us 

about extinct animals. 

9. You should (start – avoid- play) smoking as it causes health issues. 

10. There has been a lot of (rainfall- summer -winter) in Cairo last week. 

11. The (environment -school- floor) is everything surrounding us. 

12. My mother told me to stay at home because the sandstorm was 

(safe- dangerous- good). 

13. He listened to his parents (advice- cook- swim). 

14. You can see a (lion – ray- ostrich) in the Aquarium. 

15. There has been a lot of (storm- rainfall- sand) in Fujairah last month. 

16. I am (eating- feeding- drinking) my cat every day. 

17. A healthy (pollution- rubbish- environment) is necessary for plants 

and animals to survive. 



Read the text and choose the correct answer: 
 

 

We usually watch a (book – documentary) about different types of sports. 

People in the UAE used to go (diving - farming) for pearls under the sea. 

When people diving, they should watch out for (dangerous – safety) animals 

such as, (seals – rays), which have toxic tails. People should avoid (feeding 

– eating) animals under the sea because this puts their life in danger. 

Moreover, some people used to go for (hiking – looking) wild animals like 

falcons. People should (go -avoid) hiking during the (rainfall- summer 

holiday) because they might get (hurt- happy). 

Finally, I highly encourage exercise and sports especially when they are 

outdoor. As the environment outside is healthy and refreshing. 

Read and choose the correct answer: 

1. I do a lot of exercise, so I make sure to eat (healthier-healthily- 

healthiest). I eat a balanced diet with lots of nuts, vegetables, and fruits. 

I cook every day and I can make meals (quicks-quickly-quicker). It’s much 

(easy- easier- easiest) than it used to be. So healthy foods make me think 

(clear- clearly- clears) and sleep (easily – easiest- easy) 

2. When I first began eating a vegan diet, it was difficult to know what to 

eat. Now, I cook a lot of my own meals and I can follow recipes (easy- 

easily- 

easys). I have ten meals I can make (quickly – quick – quicker), so I always 

have something delicious for dinner. I’m a lot (health- healthiest -

healthier) because I don’t eat fatty foods or sugary snacks. 



3. People can be (physical – physically- physicalist) fit at any age. To stay 

fit, you (should- like – do) find activities that you enjoy. Exercise can 

happen inside, outside, and even in the snow. 

4. Chen is always tired. I think it’s because he eats very (bads -badly -

badest). Everyday he eats two chocolate bars and a big bowl of ice cream. 

He never eats fruit or vegetables. 

5. Cheetah runs (quick- quickly- quickest). It’s (fast – faster- fastest) 

than lion. Cheetah is considered the (fast- fastest- faster) land animal. 

6. You have sore throat. You (should- shouldn’t- must) drink cold water. 

7. The students (must- must not- should not) study for English exam. 

8. The final exam is (more important - most important – important) than this 

exam. 

 

Baby Panda Found Alone 
 

 

A few month (now- ago- then) a family found a very young 

panda in the forest in China. The panda ( was – were – weren’t ) 

trying to climb a tree when they found it, but it ( hadn’t – have- 

had) a broken leg. So, it couldn’t climb. 

The family took the panda (of – to- where) the nearby zoo. At the 

zoo there (were- was- weren’t) other pandas. The zoo knew how 

to take 

care of the injured panda. 



Two weeks ago, the family visited the zoo. The panda was much 

(big – bigger- biggest) and he was (played- playing- plays) 

happily with other young pandas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


